
19 Days Summary

Days + Names + Keys
Day Ch. Summary Year Abbr. Name

0 1 19 Days one shot 2013 JY Jian Yi

0 2 Images and adult chapters 2014 ZZX Zhan Zheng Xi

1 51 Middle school flashback begins HT He Tian

2 58 Friday at school MGS Mo Guan Shan

3 67 The sleepover 2015 XH Xiao Hui

4 98 Jian Yi’s Birthday ZZQ Zhan Zi Qian

5 115 Fight against Mo Guan Shan SL She Li

6 130 The storm and first kiss HC He Cheng

7 145 Day and night after the kiss. Enter the mafia 2016 Q Qiu

8 171 The Mile. Enter She Li

9 182 Hang out at He Tian’s place. Jian Yi’s first kidnapping 2017 Highlight Key

10 194 Night basketball turned into a night confession Important event

11 210 ZhanYi go on a date. TianShan work at a photo studio ZhanYi plot

12 220 4 Boys 1 Bench / 4 Boys 1 Umbrella 2018 TianShan plot

13 229 He Tian sick day My fave scenes

14 238 Mock exam day. Mo Guan Shan gets jumped

15 246 Mo Guan Shan at the hospital Specials Key

16 251 He Tian’s week off Middle school

17 253 He Tian spends the day at Mo Guan Shan’s house Adult

18 264 Gym cleaning day 2019 Non canon

19 280 Sleepover at He Cheng’s mansion

20 292 Boys consider playing music



21 309 Promise to form a band One Day 2020

22 324 Mountain trip

23 334 Coming home from the mountain trip

24 336 Skit planning and lewd night

25 344 He Tian prepares to leave 2021

26 350 Nutty day before the skit

27 355 The skit

28 362 Mo Guan Shan gets terrorized by She Li

29 371 Temple visit and scrubbing. Car smashing 2022

30 382 Couples go out in the city

31 389 Nighttime Fights

32 413 The Jian Family 2023

33 423 Perfectly Normal School Day

Broad Summary

Chapters Summary

1-50 Adult chapters.

51-100 Middle school flashback. JY and ZZX have a sleepover.

101-150 JY’s Birthday. Fight with MGS. JY kisses ZZX.

151-200 Mafia and She Li enter. JY gets kidnapped for 2 days.

201-250 JY confesses. MGS gets hospitalized.

251-300 HT leaves. JY begins training. Boys visit HC’s mansion.

301-350 Boys plan to form a band, go hiking, and plan a skit.

351-400 Boys perform a skit. MGS conflicts with HT and SL.

400-450 Jian Yi family lore.



Chapter Summary

Chapter Summary Date

1 19 Days one shot
JY visits ZZX’s apartment with a surprise. ZZX comes out of the bathtub naked
and angry while JY is touching his belongings. JY presents his gift of a limited
edition video game that he bought by waiting in line and missing lessons.

9/1/2013

2 Images and adult chapters 11/14/2014

3-14 JY kisses ZZX at his door. JY grabs ZZX’s crotch while ZZX is in a bunny
costume.

22-24 JY tries to kiss ZZX while he’s asleep. JY goes to ZZX’s apartment and wrecks
his stuff.

28-31 JY and ZZX go to the movies. JY falls asleep on the subway, and his face lands
on ZZX’s crotch. JY gets an eyelash stuck in his eye.

34-42 JY gets drunk. JY and ZZX work at a maid cafe. ZZX gets sick. JY dreams about
ZZX feeding him a cherry.

43-46 JY reunites with ZZX after the kidnapping. ZZX talks about being friends with JY.
JY describes the kidnapping, but ZZX tells him not to continue.

48-50 JY does homework. JY can’t wake up in the morning.

51-52
Day 1

Middle school flashback begins
JY covers ZZX when XH looks for him. JY invites ZZX to pee together.

11/14 -11/21

53 The JY face image.

54-55 Rice gets stuck in JY’s hair.

56-57 “No matter what, you are my best friend”. JY puts his foot on ZZX’s thigh. 11/26 - 12/3

58-59
Day 2

Friday at school
The boys have gym class and play basketball.

12/5 - 12/10

60-61 Classmates enjoy JY’s soft hair. He Tian’s faceless appearance 12/11 - 12/12

62-63 ZZX heatbutts JY, and they go to the school clinic. 12/15 - 12/16

64-66 “His hair really is soft”. Clean up after school. ZZX invites JY to play video games
at his house tomorrow.

12-17 - 12/19
- 12/21

67
Day 3

The sleepover
JY’s first time at ZZX’s house. JY meets ZZQ.

12/23



68-69 Christmas 2014 Adult chapter.
JY and ZZX have a snowball fight.

12/24

70-73 ZZX answers the door. JY introduces himself to ZZQ. JY rolls around in ZZX’s
bed.

12/27 -
1/6/2015

74-76 JY finds their childhood photo. JY’s flashback of their first meeting. 1/7 - 1/10

77-82 JY spills hot water on ZZX. JY distracts ZZQ. “If you have someone you want to
protect, perhaps life would be more joyful”. Boys grab lunch.

1/13 - 1/31

83-86 ZZX throws his phone into the river. Both jump down to get it. 2/7 - 2/24

87-89 Boys return home to see ZZX’s Mom who invites JY to sleep over. JY showers.
He wears no underwear.

3/5 - 3/10

90-92 JY thinks about touching ZZX’s ears as a child. ZZQ sees JY’s hand in his pants.
JY grab’s ZZX’s butt.

3/12 - 3/23

93-97 JY wins the staring contest, saves the right to command ZZX. JY rolls off ZZX’s
bed onto his sleeping bag. ZZX says JY is handsome. JY’s childhood flashback
without his Mom. JY holds ZZX’s hand while he’s asleep.

3/25 - 4/8

98-102
Day 4

Jian Yi’s Birthday
JY invites ZZX to watch a movie, slaps ZZX’s butt, and reminds him his
underwear is sticking out. JY tells XH he will give ZZX her confession letter as
long as she stays away from ZZX. JY gives XH’s confession letter to ZZX. HT
sees JY is in a bad mood in the stairwell.

4/10 - 4/28

103-104 Basketball at school. He Tian is named. HT flirts with JY and knocks him down. 4/30 - 5/3

105-106 JY’s flashback of his bloody Dad leaving. Jian Yi is named. Child JY and ZZX in a
sandbox. Zhan Zheng Xi is named. ZZX says they are not going to the movies.

5/8 - 5/12

107-108 JY and ZZX grab ramen and share a dumpling with HT. HT calls JY handsome
and puts an “on site service” sign in the back of JY’s pants.

5/17 - 5/19

109-114 JY and ZZX climb up the mountain. JY pees at a tree and ZZX helps him get a
bug off his penis. JY and ZZX make wishes with sparklers at the top of the
mountain. JY starts calling ZZX “ZXX” again.

5/24 - 6/14

115-117
Day 5

Fight against Mo Guan Shan
HT smokes and flirts with JY. JY bumps into MGS in the hallway, and HT
threatens to confront MGS after school. ZZX sees MGS in the hallway, and
faceless SL learns JY’s name.

6/22 - 7/5

118-119 JY punches a tree. ZZX finds out that JY might be fighting MGS. MGS meets HT
in a hallway while girls surround HT.

7/11 - 7/14

120-122 JY talks to HT about life and attempts to glomp ZZX for the first time. HT teases
JY with a hose, and JY accidentally aims the hose at HT’s crotch. JY dries HT’s

7/21 - 8/2



underwear.

123-124 JY’s nose bleeds. JY and ZZX compare leg hair in the clinic. 8/7 - 8/15

125-127 HT makes JY kiss a basketball, and MGS brings his gang to beat up JY. MGS
grabs JY’s neck, and ZZX defends JY. ZZX has a flashback of promising to
protect JY as children. MGS smashes ZZX’s head with a rock.

8/25 - 9/9

128-129 ZZX’s family visits him at the hospital, and JY tells him that he and MGS got
suspended. JY visits ZZX at the hospital and uses his right to command ZZX to
give him a hug and possibly sleep at the hospital with him.

9/13 - 9/18

130-133
Day 6

The storm and first kiss
HT captures MGS to make him cook. JY is sad because ZZX got suspended and
pokes a girl’s boob. JY asks for HT’s help to skip class and see ZZX. During a
storm, “What are the things you want to do?” HT calls MGS to bring an umbrella.

9/27 - 10/16

134-137 JY visits ZZX at his house. JY bothers ZZX while he plays games. JY gets sick
from the rain. JY dreams about his Dad pushing him down and vomits on ZZX.

10/24 - 11/9

138 MGS brings an umbrella to HT to teach him a lesson, and HT knees MGS in the
stomach.

11/15

139-143 ZZX lends JY a jacket. JY kisses ZZX, ZZX punches JY, and JY runs away. JY
cries and asks ZZX to pretend it was a joke.

11/26 - 12-17

143.5 Christmas 2015 illustration.
ZZX and JY touch hands at a coffee table.

12/25

144 HT takes MGS to his house to cook dinner. MGS says his family used to own a
restaurant and says he is desperate for money.

12/28

145-147
Day 7

Day and night after the kiss. Enter the mafia
JY wakes up and smells ZZX’s jacket for 13 minutes. He meets ZZX at the
subway station and successfully glomps ZZX. ZZX almost asks JY about the kiss,
but he gets interrupted by ZZQ. JY and ZZQ have a staredown.

1/7 -
1/17/2016

148-150 ZZX returns from suspension. JY, HT, and ZZX twist MGS’s balls. ZZX says MGS
doesn’t seem that bad. HT threatens MGS to answer to him from now on.

1/22 - 2/4

151-153 ZZX thinks girls talking about a BL character are talking about JY. JY reluctantly
hands student forms to ZZX. “Tell me what you are really thinking.” “It’s all
because of you.”

2/18 - 2/25

154-155 MGS says he wants to drop out and do something for money, and Buzzcut
mentions MGS’s incarcerated Dad. HT offers a work opportunity to MGS. They
roll down a hill.

2/29-3/4

156-159 XH invites ZZX to her Birthday party, and ZZX rejects. “If I said yes to her, then
what about you?” XH’s love letter gets posted publicly. XH calls JY a “disgusting
gay”, ZZX comforts him, and ZZX politely rejects XH.

3/11 - 3/21



160 HT gives MGS a secret note to deliver for money. “I didn’t want you to start liking
me more and more.”

3/31

161-165 JY wants to go to the same high school and university and work at the same
place as ZZX. They grab dinner, and JY accidentally gets drunk, so ZZX carries
him to his house for his first time there. “Am I abnormal?” HC and Q attempt to
kidnap JY, but they take ZZX By accident.

4/26 - 6/16

166-170 MGS tries to read the note but sees HT running into an alley. JY runs after ZZX.
HC and Q grab JY, but JY’s Mom appears to talk to JY’s Dad on the phone. HT
arrives to flip off HC. ZZX bumps his toe and says he wants to grow up faster and
become stronger to protect JY. HT catches MGS trying to follow him, threatens
him to keep his mouth shut, and squishes his moobs.

6/16 - 7/16

171-173
Day 8

The Mile. Enter She Li
Jian Yi plugs a lollipop into ZZX’s mouth. “Gossipy boys will have shrinking dicks.”
MGS’s sandwich gets knocked away. JY and HT remove each other’s pants. JY
wears a ponytail for the first time. MGS is named.

7/27 - 8/21

174-175 HT kisses MGS as a joke and MGS tells HT to disappear. 8/26 - 9/6

176 JY collapses on ZZX after running the mile / the kilometer / 1000 meters. 9/15

177-179 MGS opens the note that says “Idiot, I knew that you would secretly look. Go
make me some beef stew.” SL visits MGS. She Li is named. He offers MGS the
opportunity to take the place of a guy who got expelled. JY appears and defends /
rescues MGS because “we are friends”.

9/18 - 10/5

180-181 ZZX finds JY who went missing while they were hanging out. JY calls HT about
MGS and SL. HT says he will try to help MGS because he is in immediate need of
a housekeeper. JY scares ZZX by randomly playing hide and seek.

10/10 - 10/19

182-185
Day 9

Hang out at He Tian’s place. Jian Yi’s first kidnapping
The gang discovers that MGS was tricked by SL and expelled for violating a girl.
HT has a flashback about HC rescuing a lost dog HT found as a child. HT fights
SL, and SL pulls a blade on him. XH helps JY and ZZX with information that
proves MGS didn’t violate the girl. MGS helps wipe blood from HT’s cut hand.

10/27 - 11/25

186-188 The gang reunites at the subway station and goes to HT’s house where MGS will
make dinner. JY asks HT if he ever kissed anyone. ZZX goes to do homework,
and JY asks HT for a follow up on his last question and comes out to HT. ZZX
squishes JY’s cheeks. HT gives MGS his jacket.

12/4 - 12/14

189-190 ZZX forgets that it is ZZQ’s Birthday. JY tries to dance with ZZX as a gift to her.
He calls HT asking how to make a girl happy. JY removes his sock and promises
to financially support ZZQ as a gift. HT sends a penis pic to MGS.

12/28 -
1/16/2017

191 Valentine’s Day 2017. Middle school chapter.
ZZX gives JY chocolate. HT buys a giant sandwich plush for MGS.

2/14



192-193 JY gets kidnapped. JY’s Mom has a flashback about JY and goes to rescue him. 2/20 - 3/5

194-198
Day 10

Night basketball turned into a night confession
2 days later, JY wakes up and fails to escape. JY’s Mom tells HC to rescue JY. JY
finds a hole in the wall that allows him to escape with Q’s help. ZZX talks to HT
about JY’s disappearance. JY wakes up somewhere and reunites with his Mom.
JY texts ZZX in the afternoon telling him he is at the subway station, and they
reunite.

3/16 - 4/21

199-201 HT visits MGS after school and forcefully gives him earrings. MGS throws the
earrings outside. JY finds a pube and puts it into a book.

5/5 - 5/25

202 MGS finds the earring, and he plays night basketball with HT. 6/4

203-205 HT invites JY to play basketball with them, saying that ZZX will be there, and he
tells JY to bring drinks. As JY is getting drinks from a vending machine, SL puts
his hand on JY’s shoulder, and JY hits SL with a bottle. SL wipes off the drink with
JY’s shirt. JY meets the boys and thinks he got tricked into bringing drinks
because ZZX wasn’t there. HT and MGS scrape JY’s balls against a tree. ZZX
finally arrives with a new haircut, and JY and ZZX win the game. ZZX offers to
sleep with JY since he will be home alone.

6/10 - 7/6

206-209 ZZX says he has questions about JY’s kidnapping, but he ends up asking JY if he
likes him. JY goes to the bathroom to collect his thoughts, and JY confesses to
ZZX. ZZX kisses JY’s forehead.

7/15 - 8/17

210-211
Day 11

ZhanYi go on a date. TianShan work at a photo studio
HT makes MGS put on the earrings and gets MGS a job at a photo studio.

8/31

210.5 19 Days chibis.

211 HT shares noodles with MGS since he didn’t bring money for food, but MGS
doesn’t want to use HT’s fork, so HT says he will buy noodles for MGS.

9/9

212-213 JY wakes up next to ZZX after the confession. He tries to take a picture of ZZX
sucking his thumb in his sleep. ZZX tells JY to brush his teeth first because ZZX
has a boner.

9/22 - 9/26

214 HT and MGS get scrunched in an elevator. 9/30

215 JY and ZZX on a bench. JY tells a girl he is ZZX’s man. 10/14

216-218 HT pays MGS and takes MGS to a restaurant for dinner. MGS has a flashback to
his family’s restaurant getting destroyed. They take a taxi to HT’s apartment.

10/24 - 11/6

219 JY finds a frog while looking for a coin ZZX gave him. 11/13

220-221
Day 12

4 Boys 1 Bench / 4 Boys 1 Umbrella
JY and ZZX compare heights, and JY hopes to kiss ZZX. JY sticks a pen in ZZX’s
collar. ZZX draws poop on JY’s hand.

11/21 - 12/2



222-223 Buzzcut asks MGS what kind of girls he likes and asks if he’s in love. ZZX sits on
JY’s thigh, and HT pulls himself and MGS on top.

12/6 - 12/14

224 Christmas 2017. Adult chapter.
HT reunites with MGS after leaving the country. JY asks ZZX to be his boyfriend
while drunk after a get-together with their friends who are now in college.

12/25

225 The gang share one yellow umbrella. 1/1/2018

226 HT sees MGS looking at guitars in a store window. MGS drops his phone while on
the toilet and accidentally sends HT a penis pic.

1/11

227 JY and ZZX text cheating on homework. ZZQ sees JY sending a chest zit photo. 1/18

228 HT has a nightmare about HC saying he buried their dog, and he calls MGS.
MGS cusses him out, and HT is glad he is still there.

1/28

229
Day 13

He Tian sick day
HC drives HT to the hospital because he is sick. HT tells HC to leave JY alone
and says HC became the type of person he hates.

2/4

230 Valentine’s Day 2018. Adult chapter.
The couples go to a hot springs resort.

2/14

231 Girls ask MGS why HT didn’t come to school. MGS sees HC in a sandwich line
and sees HT in HC’s car.

3/4

232 ZZQ lotions ZZX. ZZX offers to share his “lubricant” with JY. 3/12

233-234 MGS thinks HC is a teen Dad. MGS saves HT from tomato sauce. 3/17 - 3/22

235 Q gives JY a bag of money. 3/31

236-237 MGS pulls HT onto his bed, and they get into a compromising bed position. HT
says he’ll pay ten times the price.

4/5 - 4/11

238
Day 14

Mock exam day. Mo Guan Shan gets jumped
JY is late for school because he was dreaming of ZZX about to take off his
clothes, and Q gives him a ride.

4/19

239-240 The mock exam ends. MGS has a leave of absence note and cusses out a dog
on the road. JY tells ZZX about the bag of money, and HT overhears. MGS visits
his Dad in prison.

4/26 - 5/8

241 Q tells HC he hates his job. HT looks for MGS. SL scares JY. 5/9

242-244 MGS remembers being bullied as a kid and gets attacked by a street gang. HT
defends and rescues him. JY points out the banana shirt while shopping with ZZX
and sees MGS and HT running from the gang. Q appears to scare off the gang.

5/18 - 6/1

245 HT visits MGS at the hospital. HT agrees to meet his father for a week. 6/9



246-249
Day 15

Mo Guan Shan at the hospital
JY visits MGS. JY and ZZX discuss high school plans and hug. JY and ZZX play
with a kitten and insult its mother. They bring classwork for MGS. ZZX tells MGS
that JY told him his secret. SL shows up with a knife for MGS. MGS gets a butt
shot.

6/15 - 7/6

250 MGS has a dream in the hospital where HT grabs his butt. 7/13

251-252
Day 16

He Tian’s week off
After traveling by plane, HT waited for days to see his Dad who never appeared.
He breaks a window and leaves. HC has a flashback to HT crying about their dog
being buried, but the dog is still alive now.

7/27 - 8/5

253-256
Day 17

He Tian spends the day at Mo Guan Shan’s house
ZZX wears holey pants and visits MGS at his house with JY. JY gives MGS his
bag of money. HT returns to MGS exhausted. HT attacks MGS’s balls.

8/14

257 The boys as animals. 9/22

258-260 JY and ZZX go shopping and run into XH. ZZX confirms JY is important to him.
JY shows off the banana shirt again. MGS comforts HT when he has a nightmare
about his childhood.

9/28 - 10/18

261 HT eats MGS’s noodles 10/26

262 JY, ZZX, and ZZQ wait for the bus in the cold wind. 10/31

263 HT leaves, and MGS lends him his jacket. 11/4

264-266
Day 18

Gym cleaning day
Mock exam scores come out, and HT scored low. HT teases MGS at a urinal and
knocks a can thrown by SL which breaks a window. HC is called to school and
tells HT not to smoke. HT asks HC for his underlings.

11/10 - 11/22

267.1 Extra sketches.

267-268 JY and ZZX go to the gym to make fun of HT and MGS. HT threatens SL with Q
while MGS cleans the gym alone. HT calls girls to help clean the gym. SL scares
JY while he gets water. ZZX draws himself and JY under an umbrella with water
on a wall.

11/29 - 12/7

269-270 HT pays MGS for a truth or dare kiss. The boys pinch each other’s nipples. 12/14 - 12/21

271 Christmas 2018. Adult chapter.
ZZX kisses his fingers and puts them on drunk JY’s lips. MGS drives HT home on
a scooter, and HT finds a ring in MGS’s pocket.

12/24

272 Mo works at a grocery store. JY kisses sleeping ZZX through his hand. 1/4 -
1/11/2019



273-274 HT and MGS take a photo at a closed aquarium. HT’s phone gets stolen on the
subway.

1/20

275 Spring festival. Middle school chapter.
JY leaves to visit his Grandma, and ZZX gives him a rock. HT visits MGS’s family.

2/1

276 Valentine’s Day 2019. Adult chapter.
The couples give each other massages.

2/20

277-278 JY sees HT and MGS fighting in the river. JY flicks a kid’s face. 2/27 - 3/7

278.5 Alipay advertisement. Middle school chapter. Non canon.

279 Q takes JY to HC’s house. JY calls ZZX about it. 3/15

280-281
Day 19

Sleepover at He Cheng’s mansion
Q trains JY before school. HT drew MGS showering. ZZX massages JY’s legs.

3/28 - 4/3

282-284 HT asks MGS about his ear piercings, and MGS says SL did it. HT says MGS
must wear his earrings and not take them off. MGS has a flashback to SL piercing
him. MGS asks HT for pure black studs, and they jump the fence.

4/7 - 5/5

285 Q picks up JY, and ZZX wants to come with them. HT and MGS go jewelry
shopping.

5/11

286 5/20 special 2019. Middle school chapter. 5/20

287-290 Q tries to ditch ZZX at HC’s gate. HT and MGS go to HC’s house and see ZZX
outside. HT invites them in. JY jumps ZZX. HT and MGS tussle in their room. The
boys have a night barbeque.

5/26 - 7/1

291 MGS goes to JY and ZZX’s room to sleep, and HT follows. 7/13

292-293
Day 20

Boys consider playing music
Q trains JY before school. HT visits his Mom’s (?) grave. Q drives boys to school.
“Relax your brows”. ZZX burns his tongue, and HT kicks JY and ZZX into kissing.

7/23 - 7/29

294-296 “Come quickly, flush swiftly”. SL’s backstory seeing MGS and his Mom at the
hospital. SL likes seeing MGS in pain. HT asks MGS how he met SL. XH asks JY
to take photos for the music club. “From now on, I’ll be your lackey.” JY and ZZX
take a fanservice photo.

8/6 - 8/18

297-298 “I admire you…. Don’t abandon me.” JY thinks about joining the music club. MGS
accidentally hits HT’s groin, and they wrestle.

8/24 - 9/1

299 “Hug me” scene. 9/10

300 Mid Autumn Festival 2019. Middle school chapter.
HC visits HT while the other boys are there and leaves immediately.

9/13

301 MGS loves Q’s motorcycle. Q quits his job. 9/25



302 National Day 2019. Middle school chapter.
The boys go on a trip to HC’s island.

9/30

303-304 JY and ZZX go to a music store. JY warms up on the subway under ZZX’s shirt.
HT cuts a mango. JY gets accused of scratching a guitar.

10/11 - 10/19

305-306 MGS cooks dinner for HT. “What do you want to do in the future?” “Marry me?”
MGS drops new earrings in the bathroom.

10/26 - 11/1

307 JY calls HT about ZZX. HT unwraps guitar and lesson books. MGS washes HT’s
jacket. “I don’t want you to start liking me more…. That was a lie.”

11/6

308 Nayuki tea shop advertisement. Middle school chapter. Non canon. 11/13

309-310
Day 21

Promise to form a band One Day
JY brings guitar to school. HT wears a mask. MGS leaves HT a sandwich. JY
wants to form a band.

11/16 - 11/28

311 Most handsome at school contest. MGS tries to take a silly photo of HT. HT kisses
MGS’s cheek.

12/11

312 Nayuki tea shop advertisement. Middle school chapter. Non canon. 12/17

313 Christmas 2019. Adult chapter.
Drunk JY and ZZX sleep on a couch. At MGS’s house, HT pulls MGS into his bed.

12/24

314-315 Chinese class is canceled for school cleanup. JY rips MGS’s shirt. HT on hall
duty. JY pulls jacket over his head and hides from Q. The boys run to get eloped.

1/7 -
1/19/2020

316 Band rehearsal. Middle school chapter (Could be Summer break). 2/23

317-319 Subway chase with SL. HT and MGS go into a dark alley. MGS tells HT his
history with SL and cries in his arms.

3/3 - 3/31

320-321 MGS and HT conclusion. JY and ZZX hold hands in the park. HT and MGS think
ZZQ looks like ZZX. ZZQ meets up with JY and ZXX.

4/10 - 4/18

322-323 JY calls HT complaining about Q. HT and MGS video call, squeezing pillow. JY
does planks, and his Mom shows up. HT kissing phone screen.

5/6 - 5/22

324-327
Day 22

Mountain trip
Boys buy groceries to have a picnic. ZZX cuts bamboo, JY washes vegetables,
and HT brings a small tree. Q lights a fire, and JY forgot to bring utensils. Boys
hike and swim.

5/28 - 6/27

328-330 Boys help an old lady tend to her field. HT saves MGS from a mudslide. Rain and
flood, trapped overnight at the old lady’s house. JY calls Q to help HT.

7/4 - 8/2

330.1 JY and ZZX in suits illustration.

331-333 MGS drops noodles on HT’s arm, and a duck follows JY. HT tells MGS a scary 8/11 - 8/25



story, and JY’s leg itches. HT kisses MGS next to his mouth.

334-335
Day 23

Coming home from the mountain trip
Ride home in a truck with a girl. JY wears ZZQ’s skirt.

9/3 - 9/12

336
Day 24

Skit planning and lewd night
MGS is late for class. HT is late to school too, but avoids punishment.

9/29

337 National Day 2020. Middle school chapter.
Q drinks alcohol on HC’s island and sleeps.

10/5

338-339 MGS has a nightmare about SL in class, and HT laughs. JY practices guitar and
signs them up for the talent show, and HT proposes a skit.

10/11 - 10/16

340-341 MGS doesn’t wait for HT after school, but he goes to HT’s place. HT seduces
MGS and tosses him in the bathtub.

10/24 - 11/13

341.1 Traditional outfits illustration.

342 JY calls ZZX, and ZZX sends a picture of his legs. HT scrubs MGS in a bathtub. 11/22

343 MGS is angry and wants to leave, and he finds the shower drawing framed on the
wall. HT says he is lonely and asks MGS to stay.

12/4

344
Day 25

He Tian prepares to leave
JY tussles with MGS over the skit, and a gift box falls out of MGS’s desk. The box
contains a key to a locker with a red guitar and a photo from HT.

12/19

345 “Long ago” Christmas 2020. Non canon.
JY knits ZZX a scarf. Santa HT crashes into MGS’s house and gifts matches.

12/24

346-347 MGS looks for HT who hasn’t come to school yet. JY and ZZX swap drinks. HT
carries MGS to lunch where MGS’s friends are uncomfortable. JY tricks ZZX into
checking his hand for a nonexistent splinter and kisses his cheek.

1/7 -
1/17/2021

348 HC reveals that HT is transferring schools. HT meets his old, dying dog, and he
asks HC for help again.

1/30

349 Valentine’s Day 2021. Middle school chapter.
ZZX brings dumplings for JY. HT and MGS watch fireworks on a playground slide.

2/14

350-352
Day 26

Nutty day before the skit
JY and ZZX make fun of MGS being scared of SL on the subway, and HT tries to
make MGS carry him. JY falls on a walnut, and a walnut hits HT’s eye. JY and
ZZX share luosifen at the fence, and MGS buys a bandage for HT’s eye.

3/5 - 3/25

353-354 ZZX lifts JY to watch a band play at the mall. “I want to see you every day.” The
boys eat dinner and play with peanuts. MGS has a wet dream about HT.

4/4 - 4/11



355-359
Day 27

The skit
JY and ZZX watch rehearsals and prepare with XH, ZZX massages JY’s fingers,
and HT ties up MGS. The boys perform the skit. MGS pees with HT’s help.

4/28 - 6/26

360-361 JY, ZZX, and HT buy food at a convenience store. HT is pensive, and ZZX
notices. MGS does homework, upset. HT has a flashback from after the skit when
MGS gets fired and lashes out at MGS.

7/3 - 7/10

362
Day 28

Mo Guan Shan gets terrorized by She Li
ZZX and ZZQ prepare for school together, and ZZX accidentally brings chili
instead of jam to eat with bread with JY. MGS left their group chat.

7/19

362.5 Werewolf “Among Us” advertisement. Middle school chapter. Non canon.

363-364 MGS blocks HT’s texts. JY vents to HT about MGS. HT takes out his credit card
in front of Buzzcut, and MGS says he and HT were never meant to be.

8/7 - 8/14

365-366 MGS climbs the fence, and JY gossips to ZZX, saying he will do anything he can
to solve the conflict. They buy fruit and visit MGS’s apartment while he isn’t there,
finding HT’s note. HT calls Buzzcut, and MGS is at the fish store.

8/23 - 8/28

367-368 Mo buys the sick, black fish. HT looks for MGS. SL and gang terrorize MGS and
light his backpack on fire.

9/3 - 9/11

368.5 ZhanYi and TianShan shower scene illustration.

369-370 MGS gets beaten up. MGS bites SL’s neck. HT finds a bloody MGS. A flashback
shows SL wrapping a red hot chain around MGS’s neck. MGS says he wants to
cut off connection from everything and asks HT if he will believe in him. HT holds
MGS and kisses his cheek.

9/18 - 9/29

370.5 HC and Q illustration with the shark tank.

371
Day 29

Temple visit and scrubbing. Car smashing
JY knocks down a woman and says he wants to get a protection amulet for MGS.

10/24

372 MGS wakes up at HT’s house without pants and finds the fish and earrings. HT
returns with porridge. MGS asks HT to give him a helix piercing.

10/30

373-374 JY and ZZX pray at the temple. ZZX wishes for JY’s wish to come true. HT
doesn’t want to pierce MGS. JY gives ZZX an amulet and thinks a hose is a
snake. MGS finds doodles in HT’s notes and “Will he be sad if I leave”.

11/10 - 11/22

374.5 HT illustration.

375-377 JY threatens HT on the phone and enters the bathhouse with ZZX. HT and MGS
go out to eat, and MGS plays with a dog. JY and ZZX get scrubbed. HT sits next
to MGS to block people whispering. JY’s penis is shown. MGS gets accused for
scratching a luxury car.

11/30 - 12/18

378 Christmas 2021. Adult chapter. 12/24



ZZX puts a sock on JY. Buzzcut invite HT and MGS to drink, and MGS drinks too
much because he missed HT.

379-381 JY says he will give a scrub coupon to HT and MGS. HT smashes a car window
and ends up at the police station. HC is angry that HT took advantage of his
money. HT runs away with MGS to a hotel, and HC drives JY and ZZX home.

1/1/2022

382
Day 30

Couples go out in the city
ZZX brings JY lunch. MGS wakes up next to HT.

2/16

382.5 Valentine’s Day 2022 illustration.

383-385 HT and MGS sell beef jerky balls, and JY and ZZX watch a romantic movie before
trying to find HT and MGS. HT sends a box of balls to HC. JY gets “ice creamed”,
and HT and MGS cuddle on a playground. ZZX tries to wipe JY’s pants, and HT
does a suggestive dance.

2/21 - 3/11

385.5 HT continues his dance and strips. HT and HC illustration.

386-388 SL kills a fish, JY tries to kiss a cat but kisses ZZX’s hand, and MGS saves a man
in a wheelchair. Boys meet at HT’s for dinner where HT tutors MGS and asks him
for a dance. HT shows 2 boxes of memories, and MGS gives HT his glass.

3/27 - 4/17

388.5 Plush promotion illustrations.

389-390
Day 31

Nighttime Fights
A pig gets loose at school. ZZX does a high jump challenge, betting to get JY to
put his hair in pigtails. MGS and HT wear matching shirts.

4/27 - 5/7

391 5/20 special 2022. Adult chapter.
JY and ZZX have a picnic. HT arranges for drones to show his love to MGS.

391.5 MGS illustration.

392-393 JY finds a turtle. MGS has a dream about his Dad missing his robot competition
because of problems at their restaurant and giving MGS a sandwich. ZZX and JY
shop for art supplies like a box cutter, and JY makes a clay doll for ZZQ. MGS
gives HT a ride on Buzzcut’s bike.

6/1 - 6/18

394 SL plans something. SL bumps into HT at a stairwell. 6/25

394.5 Fierce MGS, HT, ZZX, and JY illustrations.

395 MGS gets 81% on an exam and leaves to show HT. MGS sees HT beating up SL. 7/4

395.5 JY, ZZX, HT, and MGS as children.

396 HT gets in trouble, and JY tells the students to support HT. JY asks a statue how
to save people. MGS overhears faculty telling HT to get his priorities straight.

7/9

396.5 HC and Q illustrations. 7/17



397 Short side story. Adult chapter.
MGS finds a cat, and the boys meow at it.

398 SL gives JY a note and tells him to tell HT to meet him at the carport. HT praises
MGS for his exam score. MGS tells HT he can do better.

7/19

398.5 Summer travel + shopping in summer illustrations. Boys as pigeons.

399 HT shows off MGS’s exam score to JY. JY appears at the carport alone. 8/1

400 Qixi Festival special. Adult chapter.
HT and JY sing songs for their partners to get free desserts.

8/4

401-402 JY punches SL and locks his gang in the carport. Adult backup from outside beats
up JY. ZZX gives ZZQ the clay doll and art supplies, but the box cutter is missing.
JY tries to reach for the box cutter he brought, but SL takes the box cutter and
cuts JY’s hand. Buzzcut tells HT and MGS that SL is attacking JY, and HT arrives
at the scene.

8/15 - 8/27

403 HT takes JY to the hospital's ER, and ZZX and MGS arrive. HT tells MGS that he
can't protect the people close to him, and he leaves the hospital first.

9/7

404 Mid Autumn Festival 2022. Adult chapter.
JY, ZZX, and ZZQ take photos next to a large, inflatable, glowing moon. HT takes
MGS to watch the full moon from HC’s private island.

9/10

405 Buzzcut gives HT the note where SL calls MGS his dog and says he will smash
him. HT goes to HC. HC exercises, and Q walks in on HC showering.

9/20

406 ZZX visits JY at the hospital and tells MGS to go home first. HC refuses to let HT
kill SL and tells Q to get some men to look after HT.

10/14

407-409 SL calls MGS saying he will leave JY alone if MGS comes to him. MGS wears the
Adidas jacket to fight SL, and HC shows up with Q and a group of men. HT beats
up one of SL’s goons and moves on to SL. HT and MGS hug.

10/27 - 11/14

410-412 HC calls Mr. Jian, JY’s Grandfather. ZZX wakes up at the hospital, and JY’s Mom
thanks him for staying by JY’s side. MGS takes HT to his house where his Mom
makes soup for them, and MGS pulls HT to his room to kiss HT next to his mouth.
JY’s Mom tells him about how she met his Dad. MGS gives an ear piercing gun to
HT, and they kiss on the mouth. MGS wipes down HT.

11/26 - 12/7

413
Day 32

The Jian Family
MGS and HT wake up. ZZX visits JY at the hospital. JY remembers his parents’
story and tells ZZX not to leave him.

12/12

414 Christmas 2021. Adult chapter.
ZZX carries JY to bed. HT opens the condom box to reveal a Cartier engagement
ring he bought for MGS.

12/25

415-416 JY’s Mom remembers his Dad leaving and cries in her car before driving JY and 1/2/2023 -



ZZX home. HT takes MGS out, and everyone on the subway thinks he has a
hickey. JY takes ZZX to visit his Grandparents. HT takes MGS to his old
doghouse.

1/12

417 Lantern Festival 2023. Middle school chapter.
ZZX wins a bunny lantern for JY. HT feeds tangyuan to MGS.

2/15

418 JY talks to his Grandpa and talks about how the family wanted to abort JY. His
Grandpa reveals that JY’s Dad was one of the people killed or missing from a
bridge accident. ZZX hugs JY.

2/11

419-420 Camera / Luosifen.
HT takes pictures of MGS while he is holding a cat. JY makes ZZX wipe his nose
when his snot drips from eating spicy luosifen.

2/17 - 2/20

421-422 HT takes MGS to his Mom’s grave. HT puts a butterfly in MGS’s hand and tricks
him into thinking it’s a caterpillar before biting his cheek. HT and MGS buy
goldfish.

3/2 - 3/11

423-425
Day 33

Perfectly Normal School Day
JY gives MGS a single tea leaf. HT brings breakfast for MGS. MGS fails to
answer a math problem in front of the class. MGS scratches HT’s mosquito bite
and kills a cockroach with HT’s hand.

3/20 - 4/18

426-427 MGS wants to ask HT which high school he will go to, and HT wants to pierce
MGS’s ear. HT tricks MGS into licking his lips. The boys go to a fish market to buy
groceries for dinner at MGS’s house, and Q shows up.

4/25 - 5/18


